The UTD Io template has a prominent UTD logo mark, with strong site identity text just to the right of the logo. Emphasis on the navigation bar is achieved by adding a dark green background bar behind white text navigation links. The hero area can be customized to fit the full width of the browser window or stop short where the photo lines up with the width of the content area. The above example demonstrates how a call-to-action area can be placed over the hero photo.
Headline Style 1

Etiam aliquet, urna ac scelerisque eleifend, nunc nulla bibendum ipsum, id posuere ligula lacus a velit. Donec at aliquet massa, id accumsan nulla. Suspendisse urna est, volutpat in lacinia eget, condimentum tincidunt elit.
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Descriptive text for additional information
Homepage layout is fully customizable during the redesign process. Above is a design option only.
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